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With the rapid development of information technology，network has become an 
essential tool for people to study，work and live with，Surfing the Internet through 
mobile phone is gradually replacing traditional computer online habits. More and 
more people use mobile phones to communicate，exchange，download，and go 
shopping，etc. Query system for students’ achievements based on ASP network is one 
example among above， which has been widely applied to the current primary and 
secondary schools. However， there are some limitations. Some schools can only use 
the stand-alone version of the query， and the query object is restricted. The 
efficiency is so low that some parents could not learn about their children’s learning 
timely. 
Some schools can release the results through network， but this system can only 
allow people make a simple query about results online by computer. This simple 
system doesn’t support mobile phone online query， and also does not support the 
analysis about students’ achievement， and the query of statistics，either. As a 
result,the school leaders，  the head teachers and the subject teachers can not 
comprehensively learn about students’ learning in timely. 
This design is a good solution to solve the problem above， which can not only 
help the leaders， teachers， students， parents to use mobile phones for student 
achievement inquiry but also assign certain permissions for multiple roles so that they 
can focus on and analyze student achievements in  different views. What’s more， 
this design adds a reflective module for students， so that the head teacher and subject 
teachers can make some simple communication with students. 
This paper is divided into six parts， including: First， the background and 
significance for the system development.  Second， introduce the ASP， database 
technology， and B/S structure.  Third， analyze the demand for the system and put 















carry out the design for the realization of query system for students’ achievements. 
Finally, summarize the work done in the thesis, and look into the future work at the 
same time.  
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